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cinvio - A digital wallet
cinvio is a B2B payment platform and
digital wallet solution that simpliﬁes
and facilitates trade in B2B logistics.
The cinvio wallet can be used to pay
for any service that service providers
choose to monetise via the platform.
Inuits is cinvio's technological partner
and is responsible for the development and maintenance of the platform.
A ﬁnancial platform from scratch
in ﬁve months

Solution
cinvio makes for a fully digital payment hub where users can pay for a
number of services using one single
digital wallet. In turn, service providers can monetise new business
models, and in this way accelerate
their digitalisation eﬀorts and realise
their eCommerce dreams.

Conclusion

The platform is available in all web
browsers and has an Angular
front-end with a Symfony back-end.
Integrations with external logistics
services are made possible through
custom build rest APIs, and the
secure payment integration is
enabled via Mollie.

“Every step of the way, we were fully
supported by Inuits. They thought
along and focussed on how to improve
our product. With its expertise in software development, Inuits delivered a
highly qualitative end result.”

In ﬁve months, we developed a complete ﬁnancial web application with
the highest respect for detail. One of
the biggest challenges was the necessary level of accuracy and logic in
combination with a demanding timeframe.
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